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BRUK SIMPLE

Bruk Simple is paving with microphase, with regular edges and flat surface. After placing it

on the surface you obtain the effect of remarkable simplicity and minimalism. Three
different elements that make up the design, harmoniously blend with the environment, while

allowing the ground create interesting combinations. Bruk Simple ideally suits both urban
environment and private estates.

USAGE

6 cm: Terraces, alleys and garden paths, walkways, patios, passages, driveways and car parks
for cars loadedy with vehicle traffic up to 3.5 t.

8 cm: Terraces, alleys and garden paths, walkways, patios, passages, driveways and car parks
for cars and trucks over 3.5 t, roads with low heavy traffic (KR3).

USEFUL RECOMMENDATIONS

6 cm: Installation in accordance with the construction practice. Do not use on roads used by
vehicles of more than 3.5 T. Use with a traffic load of up to 3.5 t is subject to the roadbase
being constructed in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines contained in the product
documentation. Joint width 3-5 mm.

8 cm: Installation in accordance with the construction practice. Use with a traffic load of
more than 3.5 t and heavy traffic KR3 is subject to the roadbase being constructed in
accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines contained in the product documentation.
Joint width 3-5 mm.

SPECIAL FEATURES

6 i 8 cm: Straight edge paving stones protected with microfiber and flat grain surface.
Spacers of classic size. The pattern consists of three elements packed together. The stones
made with the use of the two-ply technology. *ATTENTION: For technological reasons
pallete’s weight may change.

 

 DANE TECHNICZNE

Paving
stones’
thickness (cm)

6 and 8

Pallet weight
(kg)

thickness 6 cm: Multikolor: 1420,
Standard: 1500, Callisto: 1480*;

thickness 8 cm:
Standard/Multikolor: 1460,Callisto:

1550*

Number of
m2 on a pallet

thickness 6 cm: Multikolor/Callisto:
10,66, Standard: 10,9; thickness 8

cm: 8,29

WZORNIK

CALLISTO - WASHED SURFACE

vero mokka* ambra

bianco granito giallo

bronzo nero

MULTIKOLOR SURFACE

york diamond colours of shell

dark colours of autumn light

gothic

STANDARD SURFACE

graphite grey

* on order product



All surfaces should be executed in accordance with the guidelines of GDDKiA (General Directorate for National Roads and

Motorways) No. D-05.03.23.
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